
Arti�ial Intelligene 1Exerises 1: introdution, searh, games and onstraint satisfation problemsDr Sean B Holden, 2010
1 IntroductionThese notes provide some extra exerises for the AI1 ourse. Solutions are available toSupervisors and will be made available to all after the ourse has �nished.
2 Introduction and AgentsIt is notoriously diÆult to predit what will be possible in the future, so your answers mightwell be amusing to you when you �nd them in twenty years time.1. If you haven't seen it already, wath the �lm A.I. Arti�ial Intelligene paying par-tiular attention to the harater \Teddy".2. A large number of subjets were overed in the initial letures in terms of how they'veinuened AI: for example philosophy, mathematis, eonomis and so on. How dothese show up in Teddy's design?3. What aspets of Teddy are within our urrent apabilities to design?4. What aspets of Teddy would you expet to be able to implement within the next�fteen years. How about the next �fty years?5. Are there aspets of Teddy that you would expet to elude us for one hundred years ormore?6. To what extent does the \natural basi struture" for an agent, as desribed in thenotes, form a useful basis for implementing Teddy's internals? What is missing?
3 Search1. In the graph searh algorithm, assume a node is taken from the fringe and found not tobe a goal and not to be in closed. We then add it to closed and add its desendantsto fringe. Why do we not hek the desendants �rst to see if they are in closed?2. The A⋆ algorithm does not perform a goal test on any state until it has seleted it forexpansion. We might onsider a slightly di�erent approah: namely, eah time a nodeis expanded hek all of its desendants to see if they inlude a goal.1



Give two reasons why this is a misguided idea, where possible illustrating your answerusing a spei� example of a searh tree for whih it would be problemati.3. The f-ost is de�ned in the usual way as
f(n) = p(n) + h(n)where n is any node, p denotes path ost and h denotes the heuristi. An admissibleheuristi is one for whih, for any n

h(n) ≤ atual distane from n to the goaland a heuristi is monotoni if for onseutive nodes n and n ′ it is always the ase that
f(n ′) ≥ f(n).� Prove that h is monotoni if and only if it obeys the triangle inequality, whihstates that for any onseutive nodes n and n ′

h(n) ≤ cn→n
′ + h(n ′)where cn→n

′ is the ost of moving from n to n ′.� Prove that if a heuristi is monotoni then it is also admissible.� Is the onverse true? (That is, are all admissible heuristis also monotoni?) Eitherprove that this is the ase or provide a ounterexample.
4 Games1. Consider the following game tree:

51 −15 2 19 18 23 4 3 2 1 7 8 9 10 −2 5 −1 −30 4 7 20 −1 −1Large outomes are bene�ial for Max. How is this tree pruned by α − β minimax ifMax moves �rst? (That is, Max is the root.) How is it pruned if Min is the root, andtherefore moves �rst?
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5 Constraint satisfaction problems1. Consider the following onstraint satisfation problem:
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7We want to olour the nodes using the olours red (R), gold (G) and blue (B) in suha way that onneted nodes have di�erent olours.� Assume we attempt the assignments 1 = R, 4 = G, 5 = R, 8 = G, 6 = B. Explainhow forward heking operates in this example, and how it detets the need tobaktrak.� Will the AC-3 algorithm detet a problem earlier in this ase? Explain the opera-tion of the algorithm in this example.
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